We study the bridge between the phenomenological mass matrix model and SO(10) GUT. Namely, we consider the four zero texture model in the framework of the renormalizable SO(10) GUT model. This unification gives more stringent constraints than the case where only either model is considered. However, we can obtain good fitting by expanding the minimal SO(10) GUT to include 120 in addition to 10 and 126 in Yukawa coupling and by considering both type-I and type-II seesaw mechanisms.
Introduction
Many papers have been published on the phenomenological mass matrix model of quarklepton [1] . In this approach flavour symmetry and texture zero are important ingredients. In most of these models, quark and lepton are discussed on the same footing. This approach is rather directly related with observations. However there has no base why and how quark and lepton are unified. The latter is the main theme of the grand unified model, which can say the relations between mass matrices but not on the mass matrix itself. So these two approaches should be complementary to each other. However, curiously enough, such attempts have been rather few. [2] are those of such rare attempts, in which we discussed the relation between four zero texture (FZT) 4 mass matrix model and renormalizable SO(10) GUT [3] . Renormalizable SO (10) GUT implies that fermion-Higgs coupling is resticted in the renormalizable Yukawa coupling. The fundamental representation of matter multiplets are 16 i (i=family index), and 16 × 16 = 10 + 120 + 126. 
In this paper we combine this model with FZT model. On the side of SO (10) we consider the most general model with use of both type I and type II seesaw mechanism for neutrino masses.
Four Zero texture Quark-Lepton Mass Matrices in SO(10) GUT
Phenomenological quark mass matrices have been discussed from various points of view [1] . In this section we review our quark and lepton mass matrix model [2] . The mass term in the Lagrangian is given by
with
, and M R are the mass matrices for up quarks, down quarks, Dirac neutrinos, charged leptons, left-handed Majorana neutrinos, and right-handed Majorana neutrinos, respectively. The mass matrix of light Majorana neutrinos M ν is given by
which is constructed via the seesaw mechanism [4] from the block-diagonalization of neutrino mass matrix,
In the SO(10) GUT scheme, we consider the general renormalizable model, in whichYukawa coupling involves three types of mass matrices involving 10, 120, and 126 Higgs. These Higgs fields are decomposed into 10 = (6, 1, 1) + (1, 2, 2), 120 = (15, 2, 2) + (6, 3, 1) + (6, 1, 3) + (1, 2, 2) + (10, 1, 1) + (10, 1, 1), (6) 126 = (10, 1, 3) + (10, 3, 1) + (15, 2, 2) + (6, 1, 1).
under SU(4) × SU(2) L × SU(2) R . Thus 10 and 126 have two SU(2) doublets and appears CG coefficients 1, -3, respectively. On the other hand, 120 has four doublets and no CG coefficient. And
under SU(5) decomposition. The first and second terms of 126 are the right-handed and left-handed Majorana masses, respectively. So six mass matrices included in SO(10) have the following form,
Here S, A, S ′ represent common structure for mass matrices which come from 10, 120, and 126, respectively. α, δ, δ ′ , δ ′′ , ǫ, β, γ are relative coefficients of vacuum expectation values (VEVs). S f (A f ) (f = u, d, D, e, L, R) are the symmetric (antisymmetric) part of M f . Furthermore,we put a ansatz that the mass matrices M u , M d , M e and M ν are hermitian and have the same textures. That is, S α are real and A α are pure imaginary. Our model is different from the Fritzsch model [5] in the sense that (2,2) components are not zeros and that our model deals with the quark and lepton mass matrices on the same footing. The mass matrices M D , M L , and M R are, furthermore, assumed to have the same zero texture as M ν [6] . This ansatz restricts the texture forms [2] and we choose the following our texture because it is most closely related with the NNI form [8] .
NNI :
Our model is different from the NNI model in the sense that (2,2) components are not zeros and that our model deals with the quark and lepton mass matrices on the same footing. Thus, in the FZT model, the quark and lepton mass matrices are described as follows.
Hereafter we collectively describe these matrices as
in addition to (9) . Here f=u,d,D,e,L,R. If we denote the mass eigen values of M f as m f i (i = 1, 2, 3), then a f , b f , c f can be expressed in terms of m f i and d f :
Here
The number of parameters of quark and charged lepton are from f=u,d,e of (9),
and 4 coefficients of VEVs, α, δ, δ ′ , ǫ, and totally 10+4 = 14. On the other hand, the number of constraints from experiments are quark masses (6), CKM mixing angles (3), the Dirac phase (1) and the lepton masses (3) , that is, 6 + 3 + 1 + 3 = 13. Therefore only 1 parameter is remained after the data fitting of quark and charged lepton. Using this one free parameter and δ ′′ , β, γ, we can fix light neutrino masses (3) and MNS mixing angles (3) and the phases (3). Among these the direct experimental constraints are ∆ 2 m 23 , ∆ 2 m 12 and three MNS mixing angles.
Numerical analyses
FZT matrices are diagonalized as
and
where
, and e as (m u , m c , m t ), (m d , m s , m b ), and (m e , m µ , m τ ), respectively. The CKM quark mixing matrix
and the Dirac phase is
for |(U CKM ) 13 | ≪ 1, where we define
We note that the values of m b affects sensitively on the CKM quark mixings, but the value of m t does not.
There are additional constraints among the parameters in the FZT model, when it is embedded in the SO(10) GUT model. Let us first discuss the consraints in the quarks and charged leptons sector. In the SO(10) frame mentioned above, S f and A f (f = u, d, e) satisfy following relations:
Expressing in terms of the components, we have the following constraints among the parameters:
From these constraints we have
with constraints
where 
And α and ǫ are determined as functions of d u , d d , and d e :
Note also that from Eq. (33), when | cos τ e | = 1, | cos σ e | becomes 1, Therefore, in fact, we need only one of Eqs. . For these best-fit-parameters mentioned above, we obtain
Here we have used the best fit values of the following quark and charged lepton masses estimated [9] at the unification scale µ = M X . Therefore we have two parameters d e and r left to be fixed, which are determined from Eq. (30) with Eqs. (31) and (32). The solution of these equations is depicted in Figure 1 in the d e − r plane. As seen in Fig. 1 Thus we have succeeded to fit 13 parameters consistently in quark and charged lepton sectors. Using these parameters and M D , M R and M L , now let us proceed to discuss the neutrino masses and lepton mixings. As seen from Eq. (9) we have three more free parameters δ ′′ ,β, and γ in the neutrino sector. The neutrino mass matrix is given by the seesaw mechanism as
The diagonalization of the charged lepton mass matrix M e is simmilar to the quark mass matrix. On the other hand, since the mass matrix for the Majorana neutrinos is symmetric,
where |m 1 |, m 2 , and m 3 are real positive neutrino masses and the unitary matrix U ν is described as
Here, in order to make the neutrino masses for the first generation to be real positive, we introduce an additional diagonal phase matrix Q ν defined by
The MNS lepton mixing matrix U M N S of the model is given by
where P ℓ ≡ P e P † ν is diagonal phase matrix. Eq. (50) is changed to the standard representation of the MNS lepton mixing matrix as well as the CKM quark mixing matrix, Fig. 2 -Fig. 5 , we present the numerical values of the mixing angles in terms of the parameter βγ. Here we have used the following experimental constraints from global analysis of neutrino parameters [10] . 0.25 < sin 2 θ 12 < 0.38, (54) 0.35 < sin 2 θ 23 < 0.65, (55) sin 2 θ 13 < 0.03 .
∆m
Then the neutrino mass square ratio becomes 
As is seen in Fig. 2 -Fig. 5 (especially Fig. 4) we have consistent values of the lepton mixing angles with the observed experimental data if we take δ ′′ = 0 and tune βγ. Namely we obtain On the other hand, for these parameters, the model predicts somehow small value for 
Discussions
In this paper we have considered the bridge between the phenomenological FZT model and SO(10) GUT. Namely we incorporated FZT in the framework of SO (10) GUT. So our model suffers more stringent constraints than tha case when either only FZT or only SO(10) GUT was considered. Neverthless, our model gave values consistent with the observations of quark-lepton. Only exception is the mass square ratio of neutrino. However, this is not so bad news. For the other observables' fittings are very nice, and FZT model is itself an approximation. Also we have not considered the renormalization group equation (RGE) for neutrino sector. Namely we bottomed up the low energy spectrum to GUT and fixed the M R and could construct light neutrino mass matrix first at GUT. So we must top down this matrix to the electroweak scale and fit with oscillation data [11] [12] at this scale. However, RGE effect works little on neutrino mixing angles and mass ratios if neutrino masses are not degenerate. Rather they depend on RGE of quark masses in which several ambiguities are We note that we must check carefully when we change m b because the CKM quark mixing matrix is sensitive to m b . Therefore only when we change the mass of bottom quark, we use the following values:
• In the case m b = (1.GeV) × 2,
We show, in Table 1 and Fig.7 , how the lepton mixing angles and neutrino masses are sensitive to the quark and charged lepton masses of the third generation by changing factor 2 of them. We find that RGE effects to our solution of the bi-large lepton mixing are small from m t and m τ , while large from m b . 
